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since its establishment in 1999, better bathrooms & kitchens’ aim has been to provide the Victorian market with top-
quality bespoke cabinetry, never compromising on materials or craftsmanship. reminiscent of a luxury bathroom one 
would find in a 5-star hotel, this kew project is no exception. 

creating a sophisticated wallpaper-like look, subtle damask-patterned tiles are found on the bathroom’s feature 
walls, complementing the large-format floor and wall tiles. an abey skylight bathes the space in natural light and 
works with the downlights to ensure the bathroom’s dark colour palette doesn’t make the space feel gloomy. 

no luxury bathroom would be complete without a bath to relax in, so better bathrooms & kitchens selected a Villeroy 
& boch oberon rectangular bath, complete with a Grohe Lineare bath mixer. 

an argent trend 1400mm wall-hung vanity is complete with a bette aqua single-bowl basin and Gohe Lineare basin 
mixers, while a large wall mirror helps keep the space light and bright. 
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a frameless glass showerscreen prevents the space from feeling closed in, with the simple, minimalist design of the 
Dorf arc shower system perfectly suited to the contemporary style of this bathroom.

the better bathrooms & kitchens team is a dedicated group of highly-professional tradespeople who take great 
pride in their work. holding registered building Practitioner and housing industry association (hia) membership 
certificates, the company is committed to delivering quality workmanship for your kitchen, bathroom and  
laundry renovations. 

better bathrooms & kitchens has been recognised for its exceptional work, receiving many accolades over the years, 
including being a recent winner, runner-up and finalist at the hia awards for Victorian kitchens and bathrooms, as 
well as the 2013 national kitchen and bathroom Designers institute of australia (kbDi) awards.

the company is experienced in all styles, from timeless period designs to the ultra-modern, offering the latest in 
european design and materials. Whatever your tastes or budget better bathrooms & kitchens has the expertise to 
complete your project, guaranteeing exceptional results every time.

contact
Better Bathrooms & Kitchens
235–237 Union road
ascot Vale
tel: (03) 9370 7288
email: info@justbetter.com.au
Website: www.justbetter.com.au


